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Introduction
1.1

Django

Currently python FOSSEE website is build completing using the Python Web
Framework named Django. It works on the MVT(Model View Template) structure. In
this the user sends an HTTP request which is mapped it to available url routes. Each url
route is linked to view function which acts as a mediator to get required data from the
database model and send the data to the template. This then creates a response page
which is visible to the user.

1.2

Wagtail

The Wagtail is a Python based CMS made for Django, released in 2015 by a digital
agency named Torchbox.Ai.CMS stands for Content Management System which
allows us to create,modify and share digital content.Similar to Django it has an
admin panel where one can create new pages or edit the existing pages.It helps to
organize your content in a tree structure which can have any structure.
3
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Benefits
of Wagatil
33
 Managing Pages:
One of the features in wagtail is to manage the tree structure of a page. Wagtail
has an root page generally the home page of an website. This root page can have
multiple child pages .
As we can see we have
an option to edit, add
pages, unpublish a
page and make a
duplicate copy of the
page.
One more useful
feature is to schedule
when a page should be
published and till when
should it be visible.

 User Management:

From the back office one can manage and give access to your team members to
edit content.
The roles you can assign to a user are :

Administrator: you grant him all the access to the CMS to manage the
pages, the content, the brand or the settings.

Moderator: he can validate the work of the editor and then publish.

Editor: he can write and modify content and a page, but he can't publish
it.
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3Wagtail
3 supports generating embed code from URLs to content on external

 Embed:

providers such as Youtube or Twitter. By default, Wagtail will fetch the embed
code directly from the relevant provider’s site using the Embed protocol.This
feature allows you to embed an external piece of content in your page like :

Imgaes

Documents

Web pages

 Workflow:

Workflows allow you to configure how moderation works on your site.
Workflows are sequences of tasks, all of which must be approved before the
workflow completes.When editing a task, you may find that some fields including the name - are uneditable. This is to ensure workflow history remains
consistent - if you find yourself needing to change the name, it is recommended
that you disable the old task, and create a new one with the name you need.
Disabling a task will cause any pages currently in moderation on that task to skip
to the next task. Some common task can be proofreading,drafting , publishing
etc.
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Environment Setup
33
 Create and activate a virtual environment
 Install Wagtail
 Generate your website and setup database
 Create a page Model
 Create superuser
 Run server
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Page Model
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Just like Django Model wagtail has it’s own Page Model . In this we can add the
features available in Django and some extra features like RichText and Stream
Fields provided by Wagatil.
There are 3 page editor interface:
 content_panels - For content, such as main body text
 promote_panels - For metadata, such as tags, thumbnail image and SEO title
 settings_panels - For settings, such as publish date

FieldPanel is used to register a feature in a page and be visible in the admin panel.
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This is the layout page which is inherited by every other page. It consist of a banner
image, navbar,sidebar and footer. Each of them is a snippet.
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Snippets
Snippets are pieces of content which do not necessitate a full web page to render.
They could be used for making secondary content, such as headers, footers, and
sidebars. I have created banner,navbar,sidebar and footer as a snippets. These
snippets are than called in the layout page which is an base page for every other
page.
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By using @register_snippet one can assign a model as a snippet. Here sidebar has two
basic feature title and sidebar.
This sidebar is a stream field whose main feature is to enable user to add as many
internal and external links under one title.
These link can than be used to navigate to different website.
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Stream Fields
Stream Field provides a content editing model suitable for pages that do not follow a
fixed structure. Within the database, the Stream Field content is stored as JSON, ensuring
that the full informational content of the field is preserved, rather than just an HTML
representation of it..Most of the model field are available as Stream Field block.
Here content is a
stream field
which has two
types of block
text and images .
In text block
custom text with
different size and
styles like
italics,bold and
bullets.

In addition to using the built-in block types directly within StreamField, it’s possible to

construct new block types by combining sub-blocks in various ways. Once a new block
type has been built up in this way, you can use it anywhere where a built-in block type
would be used - including using it as a component for yet another block type.
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 Struct Block
Struct Block allows
you to group several
‘child’ blocks together
to be presented as a
single block.
Here the type block
have options in which
the text content will
be visible .

Here is an example where I have implemented the accordion and column feature
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 Stream Block

Stream Block defines a set of child block types that can be mixed and repeated in
any sequence, via the same mechanism as StreamField itself. This feature I have
used multiple times to create multi line accordion like Textbook Companion page.
Rich Text Block used inside a stream block is gives the user freedom to write the
body as in writing in a word file and Django takes care of converting it to HTML.

 List Block
List Block defines a
repeating block,
allowing content
authors to insert as
many instances of a
particular block type
as they like. In the
gallery page I have
used this to arrange
images in a single row. Here I have also added an HTML block to customize the
view of the images in the template.
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 Anyone having access to admin page and permission to
update the website content without taking care of the HTML
code behind it .
 Using the workflow team can be divided into small groups
and assign specific task like editor,proofreading,moderator
etc.
 Adding basic styles like accordion or row/col to text can be
done with ease.
 Adding new updates regarding the upcoming events can be
done by scheduling the changes in the page beforehand.
 Updating the website basic layout can done easily without
deleting the existing layout.
 Creating a new page is just one click away and can be saved
without publishing as a draft.
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